
Baubles as frames
Baubles work really well as a way of

framing individual letters such as the

ones used to spell out MERRY. Then

you can write out Christmas in a fake

calligraphy or brush lettering style

underneath.

This is extremely effective on the

front of a Christmas card or gift bag.
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Christmas

Baubles
Baubles can be any shape or size, and you can change up the patterns and colours once you

get the hang of drawing them. You can add also words and names onto them.

If you can draw any of these shapes then you can do these little Christmas drawings..!

Christmas Drawings... 
a step by step guide

Add a little attachment piece
at the top - draw a

rectangle and a half circle
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w i t h  R o b y n  A n d e r s o n

Start with a basic pencil circle

Add a string with
a little bow You can also

change the shape
of your baubles



Then add in a beard and hat

Santa Claus

Start with an oval slightly at an
angle and add a pencil rectangle

for the base of the hat
Add in a happy face
and some hat detail

This is an easy and adorable Santa that starts with an oval.

Add in his face, some
arms and legs, a belt

and some boots

Santa Hat
This is an easy way to create a Santa hat.. start

with a rectangle and add on a triangle

Beanie
To add a wintry look to any of your characters

you can add a beanie... start with a rectangle

and add on a half circle Just use an *
to create the

pompom

Pile of Presents
An easy little drawing that can be coloured in for an extra fun look - perfect for adding to tags

Add in two lines for a ribbon,
and two 'ears' for a bow

Start with some squares
and rectangles

Add in some patterns and a
surface for the gifts to sit on
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The bell is a triangular
shape with a rounded top

Add in the 'tails' of the bow, and
then draw in the bell 

Christmas Bell with a Bow

Start with a square, round the
corners and add some 'ears' and
then form the rest of the bow

This is an easy and adorable Santa that starts with an oval.
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Holly is extremely easy to draw. Start with 3 little circles for the berries and use lines

and brackets for the leaves. Add some red and green if you want to colour them in.

Holly

For the berries draw
a few small circles

For the leaves start
with a curved line for
the vein, then add 3 or
4 reversed brackets

on each side

1. 2. 3.

4.

These can be added to tags, gift bags, Christmas cards, etc. and are really fun to do. 

You can colour the lights in with different colours.

You can create a fun Christmas wreath using a
string of lights.. perfect for tags, bags and cards!

Christmas
merry

Christmas lights

To create a light, use
a little rectangle and
add a circle onto it



For the most adorable Christmas Kitty, add an oversized

Christmas hat and a little gift
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These cute little snowmen are really easy to do if you start

off with some blobs and go from there. Add scarves and

hats to keep them warm!

Start with two pencil circles
on top of each other.. don't
make them perfectly round

Add a line where the hat
will go, and a scarf outline

Add his hat, face, carrot
nose and scarf tassels

Snowmen

Kitty in a Christmas Hat

Christmas Birdie

Start with a basic cat
shape, and add in the
face.. all in pencil!

Start with a tear
drop/paisley shape

Add a wing
and tail

Give him a cute face, some
legs and wing patterns.. don't

forget his little hat..!

Add in his Christmas hat starting
with a rectangle.. for extra

cuteness cover one of his eyes

Add in his stripes, whiskers and
little gift and he's ready to to...!


